
PHOTOGRAPHY II

SYLLABUS: ART 380.01, 3 UNITS   CLASSROOM: BURNS-138 / DARKROOM: B.-152
Loyola Marymount University, Fall 2009   Art Department Phone # 310.338.7424

BRIAN MOSS, Lecturer     e-mail: moss22nyc@gmail.com

Course Description

This is a 15 week photography class that will reinforce and expand upon technical and conceptual 

-

cal galleries/museums. The course will serve as an introduction to advanced photographic tools and 

processes including advanced exposure techniques, studio lighting, medium format photography, 

-

ceptual and aesthetic issues. 

-

 -determine more accurate exposures through advanced metering techniques

 -effectively use medium and large format cameras and hand-held light meters

 -further emphasis on lighting and introduction of advanced lighting techniques

 -students will further develop a personal point of view

 -students will use photography as a means of communicating ideas

3. Through critical readings, slide lectures, and discussions, students will analyze photography, con-

in class critiques and discussions as well as a written assignments.

-

 -attendance, promptness, and preparedness

 -importance of cleaning up after oneself and treating all equipment respectfully and carefully

5. Students will maintain a dialogue with contemporary arts and photographic practice through fre-

-

artist’s statements.
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Attendance, Effort & Participation

Attendance is critical, especially during critiques and class discussions. Participation in

to put in an average of 3-6 hours outside of class
-

When lab time is scheduled, you should be working in the lab 
and I will keep track of this. More than three unexcused absences from class will lower your 

documented illness, family emergency, or religious holidays. Three tardies (more than 5 minutes late 

-

what to do.

Critiques

comes, I will explain how critiques work, and various appropriate ways to respond to, and assess

Public speaking is an 
important skill in life, and everyone is required to practice their public speaking in this class!

Assignments 

Initially, your assignments will correspond to the techniques you are expected to master on your way 

learned over the course of the semester. All of your assignments also assume an ongoing interest 

in developing your own personal artistic style and expression. You are also expected to incorporate 

your growing knowledge of contemporary art and art history into the conceptual development of your 

-

-

ter. Along with your prints, please include contact sheets, any notes and an optional one paragraph 

description of what your prints represent. Do not ever give me your negatives. They are precious and 

to determine these grades in photography assignments: Aesthetics (the image: creativity, composi-

Content (the 

Technique 
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the original due date. Save all your work for the end of semester Portfolio Review. Your two-day 

documented illness or family emergency. 

Late Final Projects will not be accepted!

Grading

A
B
C
D
F

Effort*

*Measurement/Assessment:

 

 -punctuality in turning in assignments

  some thought and develop your ideas? was your idea unique or original and did it show 

You must have a 35mm SLR camera with  aperture and shutter speeds, as well

paper, loupe, towel &/or apron, chemical resistant gloves, anti-static cloth and dust-off/canned air, dry 

Be prepared to spend 
many $$$$. -

mester only and covers darkroom equipment, maintenance and chemistry, as well as supplies related 

darkrooms and photo equipment checkouts. Please report any and all
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to him or Professor Diane Meyer, Chair of the Photo Department. It is essential that the facilities are 

-

-

*** WORKING IN THE LAB IS A PRIVILEGE THAT WILL BE REVOKED IF WARRANTED! ***

Required Texts, Writing & Tests

Beyond Basic Photography

-

ACADEMIC HONESTY
From the LMU Undergraduate Bulletin: “LMU expects high standards of honesty and integrity from

SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS

special assistance, or accommodations in this course should promptly direct their request to the 
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PHOTO Assignments Date Given  Date Due

A.6- Digital Files / Prints...        11/11  11/24

TOTAL

WRITING Assignments

W.3- Exhibition Review TBA (optional/extra credit)   11/16  12/2

MID-TERM EXAM

Photography  II        10/28

         (11/2 is the ONLY make-up date)


